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Student remembered for 
compassion, humor 
ByAl.KAIush.ff 
Social Media Editor 
For those who knew Thomas "T.J." 
Cline, they would attest to his self- 
lessness, compassion and humor. 
As a health actminisrration major, TJ„ 
23, of Mansfield sou^it to hdp others. 
"He wanted to help people and 
figured that's where he could help 
the most," said his father, also 
named Thomas Cline. "He had a 
heart of gold." 
T.J. would do anything for any- 
a Thomas Cline Died Feb. 22 
body, even if they were a complete 
stranger, his father said. 
Freshman Cory Minor was a com- 
plete stranger to T.J. before T.|. moved 
into his apartment May 2011. But 
that changed quickly. 
"If you needed it, he'd give you the 
shin off his back," Cory said. 
"We weren't sure what to think 
of him because the three of us 
already living there were already 
close friends," Cory continued. "He 
just moved in, and we all just kind 
of connected and became a family," 
Cory said. "There was never a dull 
moment in the house." 
Cory discovered TJ. unresponsive 
the evening of Feb. 22 in their Enclave 
See CLINE | Page 2 
CITY 
BRIEF 
Buffalo Wild Wings to 
reopen its doors in April 
Despite hoping to re-open his popular 
restaurant during this month's March 
Madness basketball tournament, Buffalo 
Wild Wings franchise owner John Hoschak 
set an opening date for April 9. 
"It all depends on the weather. We 
would've loved to bring March Madness 
to Bowling Green, but that's not going to 
happen," he said. "The weather controls a 
lot of aspects of our construction. Right 
now. we're just working as fast as we can 
to get open as soon as we can" 
Hoschak said this new building, located 
in the Wooster Street Plaza across from 
the Stroh Center, marks many milestones 
for the franchise. Not only will this be the 
only freestanding Buffalo Wild Wings 
franchise in Northwest Ohio, but it will 
also be home to the largest audio/visual 
package ever seen in the area. Hoschak 
said. 
"We are going to have a 14 ft. television 
back-to-back separating sections of the 
restaurant." he said. "Were also going to 
have over 80 televisions and two 80-inch 
plasmas behind the bar with 12 TVs sur- 
rounding them" 
Also new to the restaurant will be a 
large meeting room Hoschak calls "The 
Falcons Nest" The room will seat any- 
where from 40 to 50 people, and Hoschak 
said it will have all of the audio/visual 
components necessary for any profes- 
sional meeting location. 
"It will have eight to 10 TVs in there 
and will have audio/visual components like 
computers for business meetings." he said 
TV show cast to 
appear at Dance 
Marathon 
This Buried Life' cast to share 
experiences, lessons learned 
ByAbbyW.l.h 
Reporter 
Two student organizations are 
teaming up to bring MTV's cast of 
"The Buried Life" to campus on 
April 1. 
The University Activities 
Organization and Dance 
Marathon developed the idea to 
invite the cast, after sophomore 
Makenzie Deering pushed the idea 
of the cast coming to talk at the 
University about their journey. 
"The Buried Life" was a show 
that appeared on MTV in 2010; it 
consisted of four guys trying to 
kick their bucket list while help- 
ing others. 
The cast will speak at midnight 
at Dance Marathon and will host a 
meet and greet afterwards. 
"We talked about it a lot last 
year, but it never went through 
for some reason," Sophomore 
Makenzie Deering said. "I thought 
it would be a big thing, especially 
since they are all about living life 
to the fullest, so I took matters into 
my own hand and contacted their 
MTV agent." 
After Deering talked to the cast's 
agent, she wrote a proposal and sent 
it in. 
"I was pretty pumped when it got 
approved," she said. 
See BURIED | Page 2 
WHERE ARE YOU GOING 
FOR SPRING BREAK? 
See what students are doing for spring break in People 
On The Street in FORUM on Page 4 
PULSE 
Plans fall through at the last minute? See where you can 
spend your break near by in Pulse on Page 5 
Let us know where you're going next week. Post a mobile 
upload of yourself on break at facebook.com/bgviews 
Staying on 
Campus 
Staying in 
BG 
Going home Heading 
somewhere 
Desitinations 
Leaving the 
Country 
To sleep 1 don't know 
yet 
'POLL BASED ON 100 VOTES FROM BGNEWSCOM 
BGNEWS.COM 
Instant updates 
Go online over spring 
break for updates on 
everything from University 
Athletics to campus and 
community events 
PULSE 
Cultural adventure 
Students in the Honors 
Learning Community are 
traveling to Chicago during 
spring break to experience 
art, entertainment I PAGE 3 
SPORTS 
Hockey heads to playoffs 
The falcon hockey team 
heads north for the first 
round of the CCHA 
playoffs, taking on Northe 
Michigan | PAGE 6 
FORUM 
Avoiding Arguments 
Columnist Tara Keller 
examines how photos are 
something worth multiple 
memories rather than just a 
trKXJsardwords|PAGE4 
U 
What are you doing for 
I break?,. 
Working and 
studying still it's a 
constant grind    • . 
I CLARENCE JACKSON. 
| Junior 
Social Worfc 
FREE BG HEWS APPH! 
\  Scan to Download Now! 
t 
2 Friday. March 2 - Sunday. March 4,2012 FROM THE FRONT PAGE WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
C5X-TJ** 
BLOTTER 
WED., FEB. 29 
2:49 P.M. 
A business within the 800 block 
of S. Main St. reported a cus- 
tomer picked up a $2,000 engine 
that was not paid for. 
3:40 P.M. 
Joshua P. Kennedy, 24. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
right of way/intersect ion near 
West Newton and Brim roads 
after an injury-causing accident. 
THURS, MARCH 1 
108 A.M. 
Daniel Christopher Tokar. 18, of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
disorderly conduct/public urina- 
tion within the 100 block of N. 
Prospect St. 
224 A.M. 
Logan T. Vanwy, 20. of Bowling 
Green, was cited for open con- 
tainer and underage possession 
of alcohol in City Lot 1. 
* 
ONLINE: Go to bgvewscom for the 
complete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual 
errors. If you think an error has 
been made, call The BG News at 
419-372-6966 
FRIDAY NIGHTS 
V   10PM til 2:30AM 
),-,//, BOOMER & 
p.       DJ MANNY 
18 & Up * 21 & over FREE 
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel 
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SATURDAY 
.,6,5 DRINK SPECIE       _ 
S3 Pitchers/Beer! 
S6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink! 
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs! 
Bud Light Platinum sells better 
than distributors anticipated 
Newest Anheuser-Busch product offers fewer calories, higher alcohol content than Bud Light and Budweiser 
By Erin Cox 
Reporter 
A new version of Bud Light 
has hit the shelves, but find- 
ing a store or bar with it avail- 
able might not come so easily. 
Anheuser-Busch released 
Bud Light Platinum at the 
end of lanuary, a beer with 
six percent alcohol by vol- 
ume as compared to Bud 
Light with only 4.2 per- 
cent and Budweiser with 
five percent. 
The beer developed a lot of 
hype after its release with two 
commercials introducing it to 
the public during the Super 
Bowl. Some local stores and 
bars have had problems keep- 
ing it on the shelves. 
Owner of BG Liquor Outlet 
Rocky Shaeena said Beerco 
Distributing, who distributes 
the beer, has been out of it for 
the past two weeks. 
"We  finally just  got  in a 
decent size order the other 
day," Shaeena said. "Before 
that we were out of it because 
we didn't anticipate, and I 
don't think Beerco antici- 
pated, how well it was going 
to sell." 
Shaeena decided to make 
a display of the Bud Light 
Platinum because so many 
people were coming in asking 
for it. 
"It was selling so well, and 
I figured instead of people 
having to ask if we had it, I 
would just make a display of 
it so no one even has to ask," 
Shaeena said. 
BG Liquor is one of the few 
places in town that has the 
beer in stock. Other locations 
include Walgreens and Nate 
and Wally's Fishbowl. 
Falcon Food Mart, Meijer 
and Uptown Downtown have 
all sold out of the supply the 
distributor brought them. 
lames Wiltsie, Nate and 
Wally's Fishbowl manager, 
said he has heard people talk- 
ing about how much they like 
Bud Light Platinum. 
"They like it because they 
can drink the same amount as 
usual and get a little drunker 
because of the higher proof," 
Wiltsie said. 
The taste has not changed 
much from Bud Light, but 
Wiltsie said it is a little 
sweeter. 
According to the Bud Light 
Platinum website, www.bud- 
lightplatinum.com, the beer 
has been triple filtered with a 
smooth finish to give it a top 
shelf taste. 
Another difference in the 
beer is the amount of cal- 
ories. Bud Light Platinum 
has 137 calories per bottle 
whereas Bud Light only has 
110. Bud Light Platinum does, 
however,   have   fewer  calo- 
ries than Budweiser, 
which has 145. 
The     beer     only 
comes in a blue bot- 
tle as of now, which 
an attempt 
appeal to a target 
group of beer drink- 
and expand 
sumer    occasions, 
according 
Anheuser-Busch 
InBev's    third 
ter     earnings 
in 2011. 
"It's       been 
ing like 
Shaeena said, 
a great prod- 
Everyone 
to try it because 
and you know 
when custom- 
buy the same 
and that's what 
pening with 
beer." 
BURIED 
From Page 1 
Before joining teams with 
Dance Marathon, Briana 
Cowart, UAO president, 
decided the idea was a good 
one for the University. 
"We wanted to start week- 
end night activities for stu- 
dents," said Cowart. "This 
also was something that 
worked well with Dance 
Marathon because they do 
philanthropy stuff, which is 
one reason why we decid- 
ed to get Dance Marathon 
involved." Senior Sarah 
Swegan, director of Dance 
Marathon, agreed the cast 
of "The Buried Life" seemed 
to fit what Dance Marathon 
is all about, which is help- 
ing others. 
Their lecture will be avail- 
able for all University stu- 
dents to attend and listen 
about the cast's journey and 
what they have learned dur- 
ing their experience with 
the show. 
"This will be a motiva- 
tional lecture on their expe- 
riences and different things 
that they have crossed off 
their bucket list," Swegan 
said. "Overall, it is going to 
be a very inspirational cou- 
ple of hours." 
The men are open to talk- 
ing to students about their 
journey one-on-one and 
why they are choosing to 
be invoived with Dance 
Marathon, she said. 
The cast will appear at 
Dance Marathon on the 
main stage along with other 
activities that will be taking 
place there. 
"If students wish to not 
participate in 'The Buried 
Life' aspect of the event, 
they don't have to, which 
is why there will be other 
stuff going on." 
Swegan is confident that 
most people there will 
want to take part in this 
experience. 
"This is a true example 
of campus organizations 
working together to make 
one event very special," 
Swegan said. 
CLINE 
From Page 1 
apartment and called 911. 
After police arrived on the 
scene, the officer affirmed T.J.'s 
death, police said. An autopsy 
report is still pending. 
Although he is gone, T.J.'s 
family and friends remember 
him for his humor. 
"He was a big goofball," 
his father said. "If T.J. was 
around, you were going to 
have a good time." 
His younger sister, Taylor, 
said her brother's humor 
always lightened the mood. 
"He was just the person you 
wanted to be around because 
you knew he would lift you 
up," said his younger sister, 
Taylor Cline. 
Taylor recalls a few times 
when her brother would "scare 
the crap" out of her in the car. 
"He'd pretend to cover his 
eyes, but he'd still be peep- 
ing out of them, but from my 
angle, it would look like he 
completely shut them," Taylor 
said. "Or he'd tell me to look 
out the window, and I'd rum 
back to look at him and his fist 
would be right there, and my 
face would bash into it." 
"We always had our 
fights and our moments, 
but he always made me 
laugh," she said. 
Cory said T.J. was always 
looking for fun. 
"He would find a silver 
lining behind anything," 
Cory said. 
One night, Cory remem- 
bers when T.J. proposed 
sneaking into the Enclave 
pool after hours to go swim- 
ming and hot tubbing 
"He was just so excited that 
he could climb the fence, 
he jumped into the hot tub 
with everything on him: his 
cell phone, car keys, wal- 
let ... everything," Cory said. 
"That's when me and T.J. 
bonded for the first time, 
and that was a week after he 
moved in." 
Like his humor, music also 
made a deep impact on TJ.'s life. 
His father bought him a 
Gibson guitar for Christmas, 
and he learned to play it his 
freshman year of college, tak- 
ing it everywhere. 
Thomas's favorite memory 
of T.J. is when he played guitar 
and sang "Somewhere Over 
The Rainbow" at his mother's 
funeral in April 2010. 
"Everyone was so proud," 
Taylor said. "As soon as he 
started singing he had every- 
one in tears." 
After losing his mother to 
breast cancer, l.J. set up a 
memorial oeriefit"for ner'af 
a local bar for one night in 
Mansfield, donating the col- 
lected funds to a local breast 
cancer charity in town, his 
father said. 
The impact of his mother's 
death made T.J. really aware 
of his caring and compas- 
sion because that's what she 
instilled in him, Thomas said. 
"He reminds me so much 
of my mom," Taylor said. 
"He took in her wisdom and 
passed it on to me." 
T.J.'s passion for music 
didn't stop with his own fam- 
ily, but led him to DJ at WBGU 
and The Attic as well. 
Eric Pelham, owner of City 
Tap and The Attic, said T.J.'s 
persistence and eagerness led 
to him becoming DJ. 
"He knew what kind of 
music to play, and that made 
him the perfect party DJ," 
Pelham said. 
Pelham said throughout 
the week DJs dedicated songs 
to T.J. Some attended his 
funeral last week. 
The Attic sent a bouquet of 
Rqwers to the funeral, which 
was later sent back by the 
family and is currently dis- 
played in The Attic in T.J.'s 
memory, Pelham said. 
After living with T.J., Cory 
said he will definitely change 
his perceptions on how he 
sees people. 
"Anybody who towers over 
you is going to be intimi- 
dating," Cory said about his 
6'3" and roughly 280-pound 
roommate. "They may be 
towering over you, but inside 
they're probably just a big 
teddy bear like T.J. was." 
"He definitely made it a 
point to tell me 'Be who you 
are;' don't try to be somebody 
else," he said. 
Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
Great Selection of 
Houses £r Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
AVAILABLE   FOR   2012-2013 
We have Efficiencies, 
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished 
are the same price. 
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included. 
Complete rental listing available 
on-line and in rental office. 
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the New Listings 
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On Facebook! 
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FREE 
simple federal tax return 
(Federal Form 1040EZ) 
Come try the best tax professionals in the industry at a great price . . . 
FREE. You pay nothing when H&R Block prepares your 2011 Federal 
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hrblock.com/1040EZ. But hurry, the offer expires February 29, 2012. 
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DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
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BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
Phone: 419-352-9467 
THE PULSE 
break on a budget 
Travel to convenient destinations for a short break close to home 
Compiled by MaddliM Fining 
Reporter 
With spring break kicking off Friday. 
students are heading off to vacation 
destinations around the country Beach 
vacations and big city locations may be 
expensive and take months of planning; 
however, this doesn't mean taking a vaca- 
tion is out of reach for a student lacking 
spring break plans. Below are five easy 
and inexpensive last-minute trips that 
could make any spring break both relaxing 
and exciting. 
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you're going to tweet #springbreak 
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Look for coverage in the entertainment section 
online of BGSU Dance Marathon's 
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Students to experience 
culture during break 
Honors Learning Community to travel to Chicago 
ByTmKtlkr 
Pube Reporter 
Instead of going to a party hot 
spot during spring break, fresh- 
man Cecelia Williamson is going 
to Chicago with the Honors 
Learning Community. 
"None of my other friends 
are home on spring break, so 
this gives me something to do," 
Williamson said. 
The group of about 50 students 
and a few chaperones are leaving 
for Chicago early Saturday morning 
and coming back late Sunday night. 
"Even though we're only there for 
about 48 hours, we pack quite a lot 
into it," said )odi Devine, associ- 
ate director of the Honors Learning 
Community. "It's kind of a whirl- 
wind trip." 
The students will experience a 
variety of cultural activities, includ- 
ing seeing the sketch comedy group 
Second City, visiting the Shedd 
Aquarium and then watching the 
play "How Carson McCullers Saved 
My Life." 
The trip, paid for the by the 
Honors Learning Community, is 
one of the most sought-after trips 
the program offers, Devine said. 
"It's a nice way to kick spring 
break off with a diverse group of 
people with diverse interests going," 
Devine said. "They don't have to 
worry about paying for things out 
of pocket." 
Although several events are 
packed into the schedule. Devine 
said the students get time to shop or 
pursue other interests on their own 
while on the trip. 
While Williamson said she's look- 
ing forward to wandering the city 
alone with her friends, the Shedd 
Aquarium is one attraction she does 
not want to miss. 
"It's a really cool aquarium," 
Williamson said. "People told me 
that if you go to Chicago, you have to 
go to the Shedd Aquarium." 
Freshman Sarah Joyce said she 
had been to the city before with 
her family when she was younger. 
Joyce is still looking forward to 
this trip because it will be more 
educational, and she'll get to expe- 
rience it with her friends in the 
Honors Learning Community. 
"I want to go see the Bean, which 
is an art piece shaped like a bean, in 
Millennium Park," Joyce said. "But I 
also want to go shopping." 
Freshman Stephanie Padula 
said she had never been to Chicago 
before, but did some background 
research in preparation for the trip. 
"We asked people who've been 
there before about good restaurants 
and fun things like that," Padula 
said. "I wanted to go since it's free. 
You're probably not going to get a 
free trip ever again." 
Unlike many University- 
sponsored field trips, the students 
are not required to write any papers 
or do anything academic while in 
See CHICAGO | Page 5 
Student looks to combine 
love of Spanish, music 
Breth works to complete original songs, Spanish degree 
By Erin Cox 
Pube Reporter 
Senior Cory Breth has an unusual 
combination of passions — music 
and teaching Spanish. 
Both passions grew gradually, and 
now he is at a point in his life where 
he knows he wants to pursue both. 
Breth started singing when he 
was five and playing guitar at 12, but 
he thought life as a musician was 
unrealistic for him until he came to 
the University. 
Similarly, Breth took four years 
of high school Spanish and liked 
it, but never saw a career with it 
as possibility until he came to the 
University. He took Spanish 201 as 
a perspective class and enjoyed it, 
so he continued to the next level. 
That's when he realized he was 
good at teaching and helping his 
classmates, so he declared a Spanish 
major his sophomore year. 
"I want to do both (music and 
teaching Spanish] at the same time 
because it's what brings me joy," 
Breth said. "It's been really hard to 
decide what to do with my life. 1 
mean they are both completely dif- 
ferent paths." 
Breth has tried incorporating his 
music in the classroom to change 
things up a bit. 
"... with his voice that 
is low and calming, it 
goes right into your 
soul." 
Danny Humbarger | Freshman 
"It's just a way to grab their 
attention," Breth said. "I definitely 
think it could be a useful tool in 
the classroom." 
Breth plans on utilizing his sum- 
mers to record music. 
Each Wednesday night Breth 
leads the Active Christians Today 
worship where he gets to play 
music. He also tries to play at vari- 
ous churches on Sundays. 
Breth has worked hard to get his 
musk career to where it is today. 
He has three albums available. 
"The Other Side - EP," "A Cory Breth 
Christmas Collection" and "En 
Vivo." 
He released his debut album in 
June 2011, and it consists of six alter- 
native rock songs. 
"I think it's more difficult than 
people think to 'make it," Breth said. 
"I've done vocal training to hone my 
See MUSIC | PageS 
Howards Club H showcases 
local, aspiring talents 
Venue open to new, different acts; helpful to beginners 
ByGwffBum* 
Rtporttr 
Loud guitars, live comedians 
and specialty drinks are some of 
the features at Loud and Local, a 
weekly event at Howard's Club H 
on Wednesday nights. There isn't a 
cover charge, and people can watch 
acts for bee. 
Jessie Haught, booking and event 
manager at Howard's Club H, said 
the venue is very open minded 
about who can and can't perform. 
Howard's wants to open Loud and 
Local more, so it's not just open to 
people who play acoustic guitars. 
See LOUD | Page S 
Ten40 offers a variety of sounds 
Student a capella music group establishes itself in University, community 
ByCoffBum. 
Pube Reporter 
The independent, all-male a cappella 
music group Ten40 Is a student-run 
organization that stemmed from the 
HeeBeeBGs more than a year ago. 
Garrett Leininger. president of 
Ten40, said the group has changed its 
name from the HeeBeeBGs, but the 
membership is still the same. 
The group of guys were all togeth- 
er, and we had to go under a differ- 
ent name because we wanted to split 
from the men's chorus," Leininger 
said'We had to stan from the ground 
up by building the group name and 
registering it under the University." 
The fact that Ten40 is an inde- 
pendent group means it is up to the 
musicians to take care of all of the 
business aspects, as well as booking 
shows and rehearsals. 
The University recognizes the 
group as an organization and gives 
them annual funding throughout the 
year, Leininger said. 
"We don't have a lot of money built 
up, and we're still becoming estab- 
lished with our name," Leininger 
said. Traveling expenses do come 
from our pocket the majority of the 
time, and we try to rundraise." 
Leininger said its very time con- 
suming for everyone Involved, and 
there is a lot ofbusineu to take care of 
SMTIM40|P.O«5 
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ci-« 
BLOTTER 
WED., FEB. 29 
2:49 P.M. 
A business within the 800 block 
of S Main St reported a cus- 
tomer picked up a $2,000 engine 
that was not paid for. 
3.40 P.M. 
Joshua P Kennedy. 24. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
right of way/intersection near 
West Newton and Bum roads 
after an injury-causing accident. 
THURS., MARCH 1 
108 A.M. 
Daniel Christopher Tokar. 18. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
disorderly conduct/public urina- 
tion within the 100 block of N. 
Prospect St 
2:24 A.M. 
Logan T. Vanwy. 20. of Bowling 
Green, was cited for open con- 
tainer and underage possession 
of alcohol in City Lot 1. 
k ONLINE: Go to bgvwwscom for the complete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual 
errors. If you think an error has 
been made, call The BG News at 
419-372-6966. 
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S3 Pitchers/Beer! 
$6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink! 
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs! 
Bud Light Platinum sells better 
than distributors anticipated 
Newest Anheuser-Busch product offers fewer calories, higher alcohol content than Bud Light and Budweiser 
By Erin Cox 
Reporter 
A new version of Bud Light 
has hil the shelves, but find- 
ing a store or bar with it avail- 
able might not come so easily. 
Anheuser-Busch released 
Bud Light Platinum at the 
end of lanuary, a beer with 
six percent alcohol by vol- 
ume as compared to Bud 
Light with only 4.2 per- 
cent and Budweiser with 
five percent. 
The beer developed a lot of 
hype after its release with two 
commercials introducing it to 
the public during the Super 
Bowl. Some local stores and 
bars have had problems keep- 
ing it on the shelves. 
Owner of BG Liquor Outlet 
Rocky Shaeena said Beerco 
Distributing, who distributes 
the beer, has been out of it for 
the past two weeks. 
"We  finally just got  in a 
decent size order the other 
day," Shaeena said. "Before 
that we were out of it because 
we didn't anticipate, and 1 
don't think Beerco antici- 
pated, how well it was going 
to sell." 
Shaeena decided to make 
a display of the Bud Light 
Platinum because so many 
people were coming in asking 
for it. 
"It was selling so well, and 
1 figured instead of people 
having to ask if we had it, 1 
would just make a display of 
it so no one even has to ask," 
Shaeena said. 
BG Liquor is one of the few 
places in town that has the 
beer in stock. Other locations 
include Walgreens and Nate 
and Wally's Fishbowl. 
Falcon Food Mart, Meijcr 
and Uptown Downtown have 
all sold out of the supply the 
distributor brought them. 
lames Wiltsie, Nate and 
Wally's Fishbowl manager, 
said he has heard people talk- 
ing about how much they like 
Bud Light Platinum. 
"They like it because they 
can drink the same amount as 
usual and get a little drunker 
because of the higher proof." 
Wiltsie said. 
The taste has not changed 
much from Bud Light, but 
Wiltsie said it is a little 
sweeter. 
According to the Bud Light 
Platinum website, www.bud- 
lightplatinum.com, the beer 
has been triple filtered with a 
smooth finish to give it a top 
shelf taste. 
Another difference in the 
beer is the amount of cal- 
ories. Bud Light Platinum 
has 137 calories per bottle 
whereas Bud Light only has 
110. Bud Light Platinum does, 
however,   have   fewer   calo- 
ries than Budweiser, 
which has 145. 
The     beer     only 
comes in a blue bot- 
tle as of now, which 
an attempt 
appeal to a target 
group of beer dr in k- 
and expand 
sumer    occasions, 
according 
Anheuser-Busch 
InBev's    third 
ter     earnings 
in 2011. 
"It's       been 
ing like 
Shaeena said, 
a great prod- 
F. veryone 
to try it because 
and you know 
when custom- 
buy the same 
and that's what 
pening with 
beer." 
BURIED 
From I 
Before joining teams with 
Dance Marathon, Briana 
Cowart, UAO president, 
decided the idea was a good 
one for the University. 
"We wanted to start week- 
end night activities for stu- 
dents," said Cowart. "This 
also was something that 
worked well with Dance 
Marathon because they do 
philanthropy stuff, which is 
one reason why we decid- 
ed to get Dance Marathon 
involved." Senior Sarah 
Swegan, director of Dance 
Marathon, agreed the cast 
of "The Buried Life" seemed 
to fit what Dance Marathon 
is all about, which is help- 
ing others. 
Their lecture will be avail- 
able for all University stu- 
dents to attend and listen 
about the cast's journey and 
what they have learned dur- 
ing their experience with 
the show. 
"This will be a motiva- 
tional lecture on their expe- 
riences and different things 
that they have crossed off 
their bucket list," Swegan 
said. "Overall, it is going to 
be a very inspirational cou- 
ple of hours." 
The men are open to talk- 
ing to students about their 
journey one-on-one and 
why they are choosing to 
be involved with Dance 
Marathon, she said. 
The cast will appear at 
Dance Marathon on the 
main stage along with other 
activities that will be taking 
place there. 
"If students wish to not 
participate in The Buried 
Life' aspect of the event, 
they don't have to, which 
is why there will be other 
stuff going on." 
Swegan is confident that 
most people there will 
want to take part in this 
experience. 
"This is a true example 
of campus organizations 
working together to make 
one event very special," 
Swegan said. 
CLINE 
From 
apartment and called 911. 
After police arrived on the 
scene, the officer affirmed TJ.'s 
death, police said. An autopsy 
report is still pending. 
Although he is gone, T.I.'s 
family and friends remember 
him for his humor. 
"lie was a big goofball," 
his father said. "If T.J. was 
around, you were going to 
have a good time." 
His younger sister, Taylor, 
said her brother's humor 
always lightened the mood. 
T le was just the person you 
wanted to be around because 
you knew he would lift you 
up." said his younger sister, 
l'aylor (Mine. 
Taylor recalls a few times 
when her brother would "satre 
the crap" out of her in the car. 
"He'd pretend to cover his 
eyes, but he'd still be peep- 
ing out of them, but from my 
angle, it would look like he 
completely shut them," Taylor 
said. "Or he'd tell me to look 
out the window, and I'd turn 
back to look at him and his fist 
would be right there, and my 
face would bash into it." 
"We always had our 
fights and our moments, 
but he always made me 
laugh," she said. 
Cory said T.J. was always 
looking for fun. 
"He would find a silver 
lining behind anything," 
Cory said. 
One night. Cory remem- 
bers when T.J. proposed 
sneaking into the Enclave 
pool after hours to go swim- 
ming and hot tubbing. 
"He was just so excited that 
he could climb the fence, 
he jumped into the hot tub 
with everything on him: his 
cell phone, car keys, wal- 
let ... everything," Cory said. 
"That's when me and T.J. 
bonded for the first time, 
and that was a week after he 
moved in." 
Like his humor, musk also 
made a deep impact on TJ.'s life. 
His father bought him a 
Gibson guitar for Christmas, 
and he learned to play it his 
freshman year of college, tak- 
ing it everywhere. 
Thomas's favorite memory 
of T.J. is when he played guitar 
and sang "Somewhere Over 
The Rainbow" at his mother's 
funeral in April 2010. 
"Everyone was so proud." 
Taylor said. "As soon as he 
started singing he had every- 
one in tears." 
After losing his mother to 
breast cancer, T.J. set up a 
memorial benefit for her at 
a local bar for one night in 
Mansfield, donating the col- 
lected funds to a Iota! breast 
cancer charity in town, his 
father said. 
The impact of his mother's 
death made T.J. really aware 
of his caring and compas- 
sion because that's what she 
instilled in him, Thomas said. 
"I le reminds me so much 
of my mom," Taylor said. 
"He took in her wisdom and 
passed it on to me." 
T.I.'s passion for music 
didn't stop with his own fam- 
ily, but led him to DI at WBGU 
and The Attic as well. 
Eric Pelham, owner of City 
Tap and The Attic, said T.I.'s 
persistence and eagerness led 
to him becoming l)|. 
"He knew what kind nl 
music to play, and that made 
him the perfect party DI," 
Pelham said. 
Pelham said throughout 
the week D)s dedicated songs 
to T.J. Some attended his 
funeral last week. 
The Attic sent a bouquet of 
flowers to the funeral, which 
was later sent back by the 
family and is currently dis- 
played in The Attic in L7."s 
memory, Pelham said. 
After living with T.I. tiny 
said he will definitely change 
his perceptions on how he 
sees people. 
"Anybody who towers ova 
you is going to be intimi- 
dating," Cory said about his 
6'3" and roughly 280-pound 
roommate. "They may be 
towering over you. but inside 
they're probably just a big 
teddy bear like T.J. was." 
"He definitely made it a 
point to tell me 'Be who you 
are;' don't try to be somebody 
else," he said. 
Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
Great Selection of Houses & Apartments H Good locations' 
AVAILABLE   FOR   2012-2013 
We have Efficiencies. 
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished 
are the same price. 
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included. 
Complete rental listing available 
on-line and in rental office. 
STOP! 
by our office & pick up 
the New Listings 
Listings i 
www.johnnewlovarealcstata.com 
Quality Set-vice, Quality Housing 
o Check Us Out On Facebook! 
HII-lll     ■■ 
•\ i'D'I1 ::  ■ !■ 
319 E   Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell 
Hours     Monday to Friday     8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday     8:30 to 5:00 
419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
SUCCESSFULLY SERVING BGSU STUDENTS SINCE 19/8 
ISIT US ONLINE AT 
BGNEWS.COM 
FREE 
simple federal tax return 
(Federal Form 1040EZ) 
Come try the best tax professionals in the industry at a great price . . . 
FREE. You pay nothing when H&R Block prepares your 2011 Federal 
Form 1040EZ. For more information, please visit us at 
hrblock.com/1040EZ. But hurry, the offer expires February 29, 2012. 
H&R BLOCK 
NEVER SETTLE FOR IESS" 
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Call today for an appointment. 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
200 S MAIN ST 
Rear Entrance and Plenty ol Parking 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
Phone: 419-352-9467 
THE PULSE a 
break on a budget 
Travel to convenient destinations for a short break close to home 
Compiled by Madtlin* Fining 
Reporter 
With spring break kicking off Friday. 
students are heading off to vacation 
destinations around the country. Beach 
vacations and big city locations may be 
expensive and take months of planning; 
however, this doesn't mean taking a vaca- 
tion is out o( reach lor a student lacking 
spring break plans. Below are five easy 
and inexpensive last-minute trips that 
could make any spring break both relaxing 
and exciting. 
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Students to experience 
culture during break 
Honors Learning Community to travel to Chicago 
ByTanKallw 
Pulse Reporter 
Instead of going to a party hot 
spot during spring break, fresh- 
man Cecelia Williamson is going 
to Chicago with the Honors 
Learning Community. 
"None of my other friends 
are home on spring break, so 
this gives me something to do," 
Williamson said. 
The group of about 50 students 
and a few chaperones are leaving 
for Chicago early Saturday morning 
and coming back late Sunday night. 
"Even though we're only there for 
about 48 hours, we pack quite a lot 
into it," said Jodi Devine, associ- 
ate director of the Honors Learning 
Community. "It's kind of a whirl- 
wind trip." 
The students will experience a 
variety of cultural activities, includ- 
ing seeing the sketch comedy group 
Second City, visiting the Shedd 
Aquarium and then watching the 
play "I low Carson McCullers Saved 
My I jfe." 
The trip, paid for the by the 
Honors Learning Community, is 
one of the most sought-after trips 
the program offers, Devine said. 
"It's a nice way to kick spring 
break off with a diverse group of 
people with diverse interests going," 
Devine said. "They don't have to 
worry about paying for things out 
of pocket." 
Although several events are 
packed into the schedule, Devine 
said the students get time to shop or 
pursue other interests on their own 
while on the trip. 
While Williamson said she's look- 
ing forward to wandering the city 
alone with her friends, the Shedd 
Aquarium is one attraction she does 
not want to miss. 
"It's a really cool aquarium," 
Williamson said. "People told me 
that if you go to Chicago, you have to 
go to the Shedd Aquarium." 
Freshman Sarah loyce said she 
had been to the city before with 
her family when she was younger. 
Joyce is still looking forward to 
this trip because it will be more 
educational, and she'll get to expe- 
rience it with her friends in the 
Honors Learning Community. 
"I want to go see the Bean, which 
is an art piece shaped like a bean, in 
Millennium Park," Joyce said. "But I 
also want to go shopping." 
Freshman Stephanie Padula 
said she had never been to Chicago 
before, but did some background 
research in preparation for the trip. 
"We asked people who've been 
there before about good restaurants 
and fun things like that," Padula 
said. "I wanted to go since it's free. 
You're probably not going to get a 
free trip ever again." 
Unlike many University- 
sponsored held trips, the students 
are not required to write any papers 
or do anything academic while in 
See CHICAGO | Page 5 
Student looks to combine 
love of Spanish, music 
Breth works to complete original songs, Spanish degree 
By Erin Cox 
Pulse Reporter 
Senior Cory Breth has an unusual 
combination of passions — music 
and teaching Spanish. 
Both passions grew gradually, and 
now he is at a point in his life where 
he knows he wants to pursue both. 
Breth started singing when he 
was five and playing guitar at 12, but 
he thought life as a musician was 
unrealistic for him until he came to 
the University. 
Similarly, Breth took four years 
of high school Spanish and liked 
it, but never saw a career with it 
as possibility until he came to the 
University. He took Spanish 201 as 
a perspective class and enjoyed it, 
so he continued to the next level. 
That's when he realized he was 
good at teaching and helping his 
classmates, so he declared a Spanish 
major his sophomore year. 
"I want to do both Imusic and 
teaching Spanish] at the same time 
because it's what brings me joy," 
Breth said. "It's been really hard to 
decide what to do with my life. 1 
mean they are both completely dif- 
ferent paths." 
Breth has tried incorporating his 
music in the classroom to change 
things up a bit. 
"... with his voice that 
is low and calming, it 
goes right into your 
soul." 
Danny Humbarger | Freshman 
"It's just a way to grab their 
attention," Breth said. T definitely 
think it could be a useful tool in 
the classroom." 
Breth plans on utilizing his sum- 
mers to record music. 
Each Wednesday night Breth 
leads the Active Christians Today 
worship where he gets to play 
music. He also tries to play at vari- 
ous churches on Sundays. 
Breth has worked hard to get his 
music career to where it is today. 
He has three albums available. 
"The Other Side - EP," "A Cory Breth 
Christmas Collection" and "En 
Vivo." 
He released his debut album in 
June 2011, and it consists of six alter- 
native rock songs. 
"1 think it's more difficult than 
people think to make it,'" Breth said. 
"I've done vocal training to hone my 
See MUSIC I Page S 
Howards Club H showcases 
local, aspiring talents 
Venue open to new, different acts; helpful to beginners 
ByGaoffBuro 
Reporter 
Loud guitars, live comedians 
and specialty drinks are some of 
the features at Loud and Local a 
weekly event at Howard's Chib H 
on Wednesday nights. There Isn't a 
cover charge, and people can watch 
acts for free. 
Jessie I laught, booking and event 
manager at Howard's Club H, said 
the venue is very open minded 
about who can and can't perform. 
Howard's wants to open Loud and 
Local more, so it's not just open to 
people who play acoustic guitars. 
See LOUD | PageS 
Ten40 offers a variety of sounds 
Student a capella music group establishes itself in University, community 
By Corf Bum. 
Pulse Reporter 
The independent, all-male a cappella 
music group Ten40 is a student-run 
organization that stemmed from the 
HeeBeeBGs more than a year ago. 
Garrett Leininger, president of 
TervtO, said the group has changed its 
name from the HeeBeeBGs, but the 
membership Is still the same. 
'The group of guys were all togeth- 
er, and we had to go under a differ- 
ent name because we wanted to split 
from the men's chorus," Leininger 
said. "We had to start from the ground 
up by building the group name and 
registering it under the University." 
The fact that Ten40 is an inde- 
pendent group means it is up to the 
musicians to take care of all of the 
business aspects, as well as booking 
shows and rehearsals. 
The University recognizes the 
group as an organization and gives 
them annual funding throughout the 
year, Leininger said. 
"We don't have a lot of money built 
up, and we're still becoming estab- 
lished with our name," Leininger 
said. "Traveling expenses do come 
from our pocket the majority of the 
time, and we try to fundraise." 
Leininger said it's very time con- 
suming lor everyone involved, and 
there is a lot ofbusiness to take care of. 
SeeTEN40|Page5 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Whatareyoudoingforspringbreak? 
'Absolutely 
nothing." 
*      * 
"Sleeping my 
Me away." 
"Reading 
The Hunger 
Games'." 
"Going to 
Panama City 
Beach' BGNEWS.COM 
■ VISIT US AT 
Haw yogt own take on 
KENORA MCDONALD 
Freshman, 
^Psychology 
MARCUS HU6ULEY 
Junior, 
Pre-med 
KAITLYK £IAM 
:Cham Marketing 
ZACHSCHEWEE 
Sophomore. 
Take pictures to preserve 
memories, moments 
Pictures are not only worth a 
thousand words, but also the 
precious memories embed- 
ded into them. 
Cameras capture the 
image displayed in their 
range, but they also capture 
something else. 
They memorialize a 
moment in time that will 
never happen again, but 
serve as a reminder of the 
exact feelings and emotions 
felt when the shutter went off. 
After my friends and I 
found a parking spot Friday 
night and prepared ourselves 
to make the mad dash inside, 
we stopped. 
Out of literally nowhere, 
it began to snow and snow 
hard. We decided to take 
pictures in the impromptu 
blizzard. 
We danced around while 
the snow fell, and one friend 
employed her digital camera. 
We tried to catch the flakes 
on our tongues and our gig- 
gles punctured the otherwise 
silent night. 
Now, we didn't put the 
pictures in leather-bound 
albums or send them home 
captioned to our parents. 
Instead, we did what any 
normal college student 
would do-we uploaded them 
onto Facebook. 
Did these pictures deserve a 
more appropriate display case? 
Yes. But nowadays, no one 
physically shuffles through 
pictures. They need an elec- 
tronic, user-friendly platform. 
And that is perfectly fine. Your 
pictures are worth viewing. 
I read this survey once 
which stated the first item 
a person would save if their 
house caught fire were their 
photo albums. 
They made me smile inside. 
The plasma TV they spent a 
couple grand on, their brand 
new car and even their family 
heirlooms didn't hold a candle 
against pictures. 
Call me crazy, but I don't 
remember my first birthday. 
Fortunately, there were 
cameras back in the early 90s, 
so every wonderful second of 
festivity was recorded. Now I 
look back and note that 1 am 
still a very messy cake eater. 
As a generation, we're good 
at taking pictures. 
Almost everyone owns a 
point-and-shoot digital cam- 
era and could do a simply 
computer upload in a mat- 
ter of seconds. However, 
although we're all amateur 
photographers, let's try to 
change up our subject matter. 
Instead of documenting 
what you and your friends 
wore for St. Patrick's Day in a 
few weeks, snap a few of all 
the shamrocks you decorated 
your dorm with. 
I late your car? Take a pic- 
ture of it. In a few years when 
you're all grown up and can 
afford a fancier model, you 
might just miss thai old-fash- 
ioned automobile and all its 
costly quirks. 
How about this one? Bad 
haircut. The one moment 
when you shy away from 
cameras like it's the plague. 
Hold still and smile. 
One day you'll try to 
describe this monstrosity and 
find yourself happy you have 
pictorial evidence to prove 
your case. 
Take pictures next time 
you're outside and the snow is 
too pretty to ignore. 
Save your pictures if l here's 
a fire. Those moments will 
never happen again, so don't 
let them bum. Capture your 
embarrassing moments. 
They're what make you, you. 
Pictures don't make us, but 
they remind us of who we 
are, where we came from and 
where we're going to be. 
Respond to Tom at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
SHELDON'S WEEK OFF 
SEAN CARVER I THEBGNFWS 
Mistakes are not the same as failures 
Last week, many friends of 
mine gave up some things 
they love. Although each 
participates in Lent for dif- 
ferent reasons, they all seem 
dedicated to completing the 
various tasks. 
Unfortunately, in less 
than a week's time, many of 
these friends have already 
tripped up in their sacrifi- 
cial quests. When this hap- 
pens, they often become 
discouraged, tempted to 
give up the whole mission 
because of one little mishap. 
The other night at dinner, 
one friend grabbed choco- 
late chip pancakes during a 
lapse of memory, forgetting 
she had committed to not 
eating chocolate. A battle 
then ensued amongst the 
ten of us in the party, debat- 
ing whether it was better 
that she forego eating the 
remainder of her pancakes 
in order to get back on track, 
or whether she should finish 
the pancakes in order to not 
waste food. 
Despite explosions of 
mock anger at her unethical 
wastefulness, she eventu- 
ally decided on not eating 
the pancakes. 
1 applaud this decision 
although I wish it had been 
easier for my friend to make. 
We can't let ourselves get 
hung up on our mistakes. 
Although we may stray at 
times from our paths, we 
can't let one blunder kick us 
off course permanently. 
Sadly, I see this happen 
quite often. People falter 
in their new year's resolu- 
tions and give up altogether. 
Students earn a poor exam 
grade and set the bar lower 
for the rest of the semester. 
Girls go too far and cre- 
ate new standards for them- 
selves, thinking they can't 
continue to abide by their 
original, more modest ones 
because they made one mis- 
take. 
Proverbs 24:16 says "for 
though a righteous man falls 
seven times, he rises again." 1 
know we don't all agree on the 
definition of righteous, but I 
do think that we can all agree 
it is something worth striving 
for. This means (if you will 
forgive the cliche) we need to 
"get back on the horse." 
We all make mistakes. 
That's just part of life. But 
we can't let those mistakes 
alter our goals and our 
standards. 
Take my friend, for 
example. Although she 
may have broken her fast 
from chocolate, she hasn't 
ended her fast. 
If anything, she is using 
her falter to strengthen 
her resolve. 
Whether you are strug- 
gling with your commit- 
"...we can't let 
those mistakes 
alter our goals and 
our standards." 
ments during this time of 
lent or you have let guilt or 
shame kick you off the path 
you so desire, I encourage 
you to make an effort to for- 
give yourself and to allow 
your mistakes to strengthen 
your own resolve. 
Anyone can give up. 
Anyone can lower their 
expectations. But I think 
it's time we start raising our 
expectations and asking 
more of ourselves. 
We must recognize that 
we are more than the sum of 
our past mistakes, and fal- 
tering is not failing. 
Respond to Christina at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
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CHICAGO 
From Page 3 
the city. Their main focus 
is just to enjoy Chicago, 
Devine said. 
"There's no classroom 
expectations tied to this 
trip," Devine said. "The kids 
can look at them [the sights] 
through their own personal 
lens, and that gives them 
the ability to talk about it 
afterwards." 
Although the trip is meant 
to be a learning experience, 
the girls are planning on 
enjoying themselves and 
having fun. 
"We'll probably just goof 
around a lot to be honest," 
Padula said. 
Whether the group will 
be seeing the animals at the 
Shedd Aquarium or laugh- 
ing at the sketch comedy 
group, Devine said it is one 
of the Honors Learning 
Community's best trips. 
"Chicago is an amazing 
city. I've gone on (this trip] for 
the last 7 or 8 years," Devine 
said. "You can keep going 
back and have a new experi- 
ence every time." 
MUSIC 
From Page 3 
craft, and I've done a lot of 
work to get to where I am." 
The most recent album 
Breth has released is "En 
Vivo," which has five live 
acoustic cover songs. 
"I'm trying to get to that 
point where I can just play my 
own music," Breth said. 
He has started incorporat- 
ing more original songs into 
his performances. Breth said 
he has eight solid originals, 
and is working on 12 others 
that he still wants to fine tune. 
"Writing music is like the 
monkey on my back," Breth 
said. "It takes me a long time 
to be a good writer." 
Breth has found help in the 
area of writing songs from 
his friend Pat Pollifrone, who 
he met his freshman year 
at the University. Pollifrone 
was a sophomore when he 
watched Breth play his gui- 
tar in the student lounge of 
his residence hall. 
"Me and my girlfriend 
thought that he was prob- 
ably too cool to want to talk 
to us, but it turned out that 
he was a really down-to- 
earth guy, and we became 
friends," Pollifrone said. 
Pollifrone asked Breth if 
he would want to check out 
some of the songs he wrote, 
and Breth ended up asking 
him to write some more. 
"What I think makes Cory 
stand out is that he's humble 
about his music," Pollifrone 
said. "It's something that he 
takes seriously and still has 
fun with it." 
Freshman Danny 
Humbarger is a fan of Breth's 
music and has worked 
with him making music. 
Humbarger, like Pollifrone, 
thinks Breth has such a 
down-to-earth personality 
that it makes him unique. 
"He's just a guy who tells it 
like it is, which is really nice," 
Humbarger said. "He plays a 
lot of storyteller songs, and 
with his voice that is low and 
calming, it goes right into 
your soul." 
Breth said he likes to tell 
stories in his songs so that 
people can relate to them. 
"Music is my release from 
everything," Breth said. "It's 
just a way to connect with 
people and impact them in 
different ways." 
Breth has information 
about upcoming shows and 
his music at www.corybreth. 
com. 
LOUD AND Local, a weekly event hosted by Howard's Club K offers entertainers a venue 
OIUY HANSON I THFHOMW. 
LOUD 
From Page I 
"1 want to get different 
performers like break danc- 
ers, poets and performance 
art," Haught said. "This is 
something that the fine arts 
students could come in and 
do. It's an opportunity for 
people that don't have an 
outlet in other places, and 
this is something to get their 
foot in thedoor." 
Haught said local bands 
would play at Loud and Local 
until they got good enough to 
play on a Friday or Saturday 
night and draw a good crowd. 
"Loud and Local has always 
been like an audition for us," 
Haught said. "It's a really good 
way for us to see what bands 
have to offer at the bar and to 
see if they're ready to move on 
to play with a national or big- 
ger regional band." 
Musician and bartender at 
Howard's Club H Ted Truman 
said I-oud and Local is awe- 
some and is a great way for 
people who are just starting 
out to build up a following. 
"It's a good way to get expo- 
sure, especially if you're kind 
of new in getting out," Truman 
said. "What's cool about Loud 
and Local is that a lot of dif- 
ferent things happen on those 
nights. It's just kind of a thing 
where anyone can get up 
there, and that's what makes it 
really fun." 
Haught said something that 
makes the bar unique is that 
even though it's a rock venue, 
some nights are turned into a 
dance club with live DJs and 
bright lights, and other nights 
older crowds are brought in. 
"It's a venue that depends 
on who is performing because 
it's a different club every single 
night, and that makes us dif- 
ferent," I laught said. "It allows 
us to accept people." 
Junior Melanie Giveins, who 
has been at Loud and Local 
many times, said she really 
likes the atmosphere because 
it's not too crowded. 
"I really like how Howard's 
has live music," Giveins said. 
"It's great how there is no 
charge, which is one of the 
main reasons why I come to 
I/iud and Local." 
Loud and Local is every 
Wednesday from 10 pm until 
2 am Howard's Club H is an 18 
and over bar. For more infor- 
mation about booking contact 
Jessie Haught through email 
jessieh@howardsclubh.com 
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STUDENT ORGANIZATION. TeMO. performs a variety ol genres including f»n pop and religious music 
PHOTO WOVIDED 
TEN40 
From Page 3 
"I'll be the one to set up gigs 
and am also the contact per- 
son to set up the dates for us to 
perform," Leininger said. "We 
have three rehearsals a week, 
which makes it difficult for 
everyone to be there. We are 
all college students, and we all 
have many things to do, but it 
all works out in the end." 
Sophomore and Treasurer 
of Ten40 Clay Thomson said 
the musical group sings a vari- 
ety of music, such as jazz, reli- 
gious pieces, pop and many 
other genres of music. 
"We all love to sing, and we 
all love to sing different styles 
of music," Thomson said. "We 
can really do gigs wherever we 
need them. We do church gigs 
in the surrounding area, gigs 
at benefits for things like can- 
cer and we have a gig for a 
sorority coming up too." 
The men from Ten40 
have large goals they hope 
to accomplish in the future 
together as musical artists. 
Thomson said he would 
like the group to establish 
their name in the city and sur- 
rounding area. 
"I want it to get to the point 
where people in Bowling 
Green actually know who 
IenlO is," Thomson said. "It's 
a gradual process, but I would 
really like to establish some- 
thing like that." 
KeepingTen40 within the 
realms of the city and to 
just be the entertainment 
for the area is l.eininger's 
personal goal. 
"I just want to keep the 
group going on as long as pos- 
sible," l-eininger said. "1 want 
to keep building its founda- 
tion and to always have the 
right funds to keep doing it 
every year, audio just have fun 
with it because that's what it is 
all about." 
Junior and fan Rachel 
Kowalski really loves how 
entertaining it is to watch 
them as a group because they 
know what they're doing and 
ate really dedicated. 
"It's fun hearing all-male 
a cappella groups because 
they make all oJ their vocal 
percussion with their voices 
and don't have any auto tun- 
ers or synthesizers," Kowalski 
said. "Everything is just their 
voices, and that's what 1 like." 
Any major is eligible to 
try out for lento. For more 
information on the musi- 
cal organization, check out 
its Facebook page at www. 
facebook.com/pages/Ten40- 
Acappella/132644846793424 
or their website www. 
bgsuten-ltl.iom. 
Chiropractic 
This unique program is now 
offered in a traditional 
college setting 
6& 
DYouville offers an excellent faculty - 
state of the art facilities - and a rigorous 
progressive curriculum 
• Chiropractic Students are enriched through 
collaboration with D'Youville's programs in nursing, 
pharmacy, physical therapy, occupational therapy, 
physician assistant and dietetics. 
• Hands on experience begins in the first year. 
• Clinical rotations through five sites offer a unique 
wide variety of settings not offered in many other 
programs. 
• Class sizes limited to 30 students and our adjusting 
lab ratio is 10:1. 
Visit us today at: 
www.dyc.edu/admissions/graduate/program_chiropractic.asp 
Educating for life 
D'VtKi iwillA r\     °pen House TOlVHIe^     MARCH 24 
11 a.m. 
210 Enterprise       $1400.00       1 
127 E. Merry St.    $700.00           1 
315 S. Main             $550.00 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
1    • Houses 
'     • Close to campus 
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SILLY HANSON I 'HE K NEWS 
BRYCE WILLIAMSON. BG forward, bailies for puck posession with Ohio Stale forward Cory Schneider during BG's shootout victory against the Buckeyes earlier this season. Williamson scored the game 
winning goal for BG in the second overtime of game three of its playoff senes against Northern Michigan last season. 
First round rematch 
Falcons look to upset Northern Michigan in first round of CCHA playoffs for second consecutive year 
By Matt Ny. 
Reporter 
For the second year in row, the BG 
hockey team lakes on the Northern 
Michigan Wildcats in the first round 
of the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association playoffs this weekend. 
The best-of-three series begins 
Friday at Northern Michigan, with 
all games beginning at 7:35 p.m. 
Last year's playoff series made 
some history. The Falcons lost the 
first game, but then racked off two 
straight wins to advance in the 
CCHA playoffs. This was the only 
time in CCHA playoff history that 
the bottom-seeded team advanced 
past the first round. Last year, includ- 
ing the playoffs, BG had a winning 
record of 3-2 at Northern Michigan's 
Berry Events Center. 
Coach Chris Bergeron said he 
thinks his team's confidence will 
be high heading into the matchup 
this weekend because some of the 
guys played at Northern Michigan 
last year. 
"1 thirdc, ,,bpth teams have 
improved since last year," Bergeron 
said. "We are a bigger group and 
more confident this year. We do 
get exposed by team's depth and 
scoring, but I think our rivalry is 
growing with Northern." 
BG (10-21-5, 5-19-4-3 CCHA) is 
coming off an impressive weekend. 
The Falcons defeated No. 3 Michigan 
Friday, 4-3. The four goals were the 
most goals the Falcons scored since 
a 4-4 tie with Miami on Nov. 19. They 
also played Michigan tight for two 
periods in Saturday's game when the 
Wolverines pulled away in the third 
period, winning the game 3-0. 
Northern Michigan<16-12-6, 11-11- 
6-3CCHA) is also coming offastellar 
weekend as it swept Lake Superior 
State. The Wildcats had plenty of 
offense, scoring 11 goals in the two 
games. The Wildcats crept back in 
the national polls this week at No. 17. 
The last time these teams played, 
Northern Michigan swept the 
Falcons at BGSU Ice Arena. The 
Wildcats won the first game 4-2 
and then shut out the Falcons 2-0 
on Saturday. 
The Wildcats are led by senior 
Tyler Gron, who has recorded 36 
points this season. Right behind him 
is fellow senior Justin Florek with 33 
points. They rank third and fourth in 
points scored in the CCHA respec- 
tively. Back in the BG and Northern 
See REMATCH I Paqe 8 
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Falcons 
head to 
Florida 
BG baseball to play eight 
games during break 
By Ry«n Satkowiak 
Sports Editor 
While students rest and relax during 
spring break, the BG baseball team 
will be hard at work. 
The Falconshead to Winter Haven, 
Fla. to partake in the RussMatt 
Invitational. The schedule for that 
tournament, weather permitting, 
has the Falcons playing eight games 
in eight days. 
BG will kick that off this after- 
noon with a game against Mount 
St. Mary's. 
The Falcons bring a 1-5 record 
into the Invitational, picking up 
their first win earlier this week 
against Dayton. 
However, that record does not 
concern coach Danny Schmitz, 
as the team is still looking to find 
its stride. 
"It's always nice to get the first 
win, but unfortunately it took us 
six games to get it," he said. "After 
the Oklahoma State series, I told the 
guys that Major League Baseball has 
an exhibition season, and unfor- 
tunately we don't have that. As a 
coaching staff we always look at the 
first five or six games as our exhibi- 
tion season. So we just told them to 
stay positive." 
While having eight games in seven 
days won't exactly give Schmitz a 
chance to outline a plan for weekend 
lineups, the high volume of games 
will give him a chance to evaluate 
the entire roster. 
"We're going to go down there 
and see a lot of different people," 
Schmitz said. "It will be an oppor- 
tunity for some of the pitchers who 
See BASEBALL |7 
Men's basketball defeats Miami, to host first round MAC tournament game 
ByNickMariow 
Reporter 
While Miami did everything in its 
power in the second half to spoil BG's 
heralded senior night Wednesday at 
the Stroh, the Falcons finished the 
game strong and bagged another 
Mid-American Conference win, 
56-51. 
It put the Falcons at 16-13 — 9-6 
in the MAC — on the season and 
capped a successful February at 7-2: 
the program's first seven-win month 
since December 2006. 
Jordon Crawford paced the offense 
with 16 points on 6-of-9 shooting. The 
point guard went 10-for-13 and scored 
25 points the first time the teams met 
Ian. 18 in Oxford. Ohio. 
"He shoots too good for us," said 
Miami coach Charlie Coles. 
Austin Calhoun was right at 
Crawford's heels with 15 points. 
Senior starters Dee Brown and Scott 
Thomas added 11 and 10, respective- 
ly, and showed up late for the Falcons 
when the chips were down. 
MAC leading scorer and rebounder 
Julian Mavunga had 17 points and 
10 rebounds to lead the RedHawks. 
Joining the power forward in double- 
figure scoring, Drew McGhee had 13 
points; Jon Harris, II; and Quinten 
Rollins, 10. 
After a 9-0 spurt from BG to begin 
the second half, Mavunga sparked a 
16-2 response from Miami by scor- 
ing nine straight points. A triple from 
Rollins with 7:35 to go capped the 
surge and gave the RedHawks their 
first lead of the game since the 17:51 
point in the first half, 43-41. 
"Julian Mavunga was not very good 
the first half," Coles said. "I thought 
he was the best player on the floor the 
second half." 
Mavunga tallied 12 of his points 
after the break. 
Crawford stemmed the comeback 
with his third three-pointer of the 
night, and the Falcons retook the lead 
44-43. 
"I saw it was a 2-on-l (on the other 
side) and I was hoping it was swung 
my way," Crawford said. "The wing 
came up, and 1 was wide open and 
just had to knock down the shot." 
He was 3-of-5 from behind the arc. 
Miami would score the next four 
points to go up by three before a 
Calhoun layup cut it to one with 
5:09 remaining. 
And then the seniors shone 
through. 
Brown canned a trey on BG's 
next possession to go up 49-47, and 
then Thomas drew a charge from 
Mavunga on the other end. 
"The ball just ended up in my 
hands," said Brown on the three- 
pointer. "Coach is always telling me 
to shoot it because I'm a shooter. I 
was struggling all game, so I just had 
to concentrate more and knock down 
See HEN'S | Page 7 
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JORDON CRAWFORD. BG guard. No. 1. and Cameron Black. No. 55. guard Miami's Quinten Rollins during BG's 56-51 win against the RedHawks on 
Wednesday night Crawford led the Falcons with 16 points on 6-for-9 shooting. 
SPRING BREAK COVERAGE 
Follow our sports blog for BG sports coverage during break 
Interested in keeping tabs on BG athletics during spring break? Head to 
our sports blog at BGNewsSportsBlog.blogspot.com for full recaps of the 
BG hockey, men's basketball, women's basketball, baseball, gymnastics 
and softball games. 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
BG News Sports @bgn«wssports 
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Women's basketball earns 
double bye to MAC semifinals 
No. 1 seeded Falcons off until March 9 by virtue of 14-2 conference record 
BG News Spwts Staff 
This is the eighth year in a row 
that the Falcons have won a 
Mid-American Conference 
regular season title. 
For seven out of the eight 
years, BG has won the title out- 
right, and this year, due to the 
new tournament rules, BG will 
get a triple bye to the semifi- 
nals because they were seeded 
first, due to its 91-48 victory 
against Kent State on Tuesday, 
and an Eastern Michigan loss 
to Central Michigan. 
The Falcons are no strang- 
ers to winning, and this will 
be their ninth consecutive 
season that the women's bas- 
ketball team has made it to 
the semifinal round of the 
MAC Tournament. 
BG ended their season with 
a conference record of 14-2, a 
game ahead of both EMU and 
Toledo, who finished 13-3. 
Both BG and EMU received 
triple byes to the semifinal 
rounds, meaning they would 
have to win two games in a row 
to win the tournament title. 
The third and fourth seeds, 
Miami and Toledo, received 
byes to the quarterfinals, 
where they would have to win 
three straight games to be con- 
sidered champions. 
Any team seeded five 
through 12 would have to 
make a five game run in order 
to win. 
The first round of the MAC 
tournament begins on Mar. 3, 
taking place at campus sites— 
CMU, Ohio, Northern Illinois 
and Akron. 
The duration of the tourna- 
ment will be held at Quicken 
Loans Arena in Cleveland, 
with the second round starting 
on Mar. 7. 
The Falcons are scheduled 
to play their first game, in the 
semifinals, on Friday Mar. 9 at 
12 pm, and it will be broad- 
casted on SportsTime Ohio. 
If BG wins its first game, 
they automatically get 
placed in the champion- 
ship game, which is set for 
Saturday Mar. 10 at 1 p.m. 
and will also be broadcasted 
on SportsTime Ohio. 
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BG gymnastics returns MAC competition 
Falcons begin three-game conference stretch with meet against Ball State on the road 
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ByDini.ISi.rr. 
Reporter 
The BG gymnastics team 
returns to Mid-American 
Conference competition 
Friday, meeting Ball State in 
Muncie, Ind. 
The matchup is the first 
of three upcoming MAC 
meets, closing out the 
regular season for the 
Falcons, BG is currently 
0-3 in the MAC, dropping 
meets to Central Michigan, 
Western Michigan and 
Northern Illinois. 
BG posted its highest road 
score of the year last week- 
end at Missouri, falling to 
the No. 17 Tigers 196.25- 
193.825. Coach Kerrie Beach 
is intent on picking up some 
wins in the final weeks of 
competition. 
"We want to try and get 
some windheW'so'we' carl' 
get a good draw for the MAC 
Championships," she said. 
"We need to go in fighting 
and feeling like we need to 
hit every routine to pull the 
win off. I feel positive that we 
can do it." 
The Falcons rested senior 
Dawn Christman last week, 
after an ankle injury lim- 
ited her abilities in train- 
ing. Beach says she plans to 
hold Christman out of com- 
petition for another week to 
be safe. 
"We're hoping to get her 
ankle feeling really strong 
for the end of season," Beach 
said. "Obviously we want her 
back for the team's results, 
but also for her personally. 
It's her senior year, and we 
want her to be able to finish 
on her own terms." 
Difficulties on balance 
beam have kept the Falcons 
frohisurpassihgthe 134 mark 
on multiple occasions this 
year. Most recently, BG went 
48.025 against Missouri, with 
falls from Megan Valentini 
and Gina Locigno. 
With Christman out of 
action, some new faces could 
be appearing on beam at 
Ball State, as the team tries 
to find its most stable lineup. 
"We did a lineup on 
Tuesday, and we're look- 
ing at a few people," Beach 
said. "We may stick with 
Monica Eaton. Dana Herr 
did quite well, and Maria 
Salvia's looking quite good 
as well, so we've got a few 
options there." 
Beach says the upcoming 
spring recess will be benefi- 
cial for the team, as they'll 
be able to increase training 
with less distraction. At such 
a crucial time in the sea- 
son, she feels the opportu- 
nity to illi extra detail work 
and team building will help 
better prepare the team for 
MAC Championships at the 
end of March. 
Ball State is currently 
the lowest-ranked team in 
the MAC, but their season 
high score is a competi- 
tive 193.425. Last weekend, 
the Cardinals faltered at 
Western Michigan, losing 
194.225-191.6. Consistency 
will be the key for both 
teams' success. 
"Anytime you go into 
someone else's arena you've 
got to be mentally prepared 
for some adjustments," 
Beach said. 
"At this point, it's all 
about confidence. They 
need to walk in with no 
doubt that they're going to 
hit their routines. That's 
what we'll be focusing on 
doing under any pressure 
situation possible." 
MEN'S 
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BG Softball heads to Florida during break BGNews.com 
open shots." 
But the finale came 
when Brown knocked 
down a 15-foot jumper, 
assisted by Thomas, from 
the right elbow to close the 
door on Miami. 
"It creates a memory, but 
all and all the win is good 
enough for me," Brown said. 
The bucket capped a 9-2 
run and gave the Falcons a 
55-49 edge with 1:15 to go. 
Mavungarecorded anoth- 
er layup, and Crawford sank 
a free throw to get to the 
final margin. 
"Every game you play is 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE. 
PRIZESUOOKU™ 
not going to be your best 
game," said BG coach Louis 
Orr. "But there is some point 
in that game where you 
got too close ... Our guys 
stepped it up at the end and 
I'm happy for them." 
The Falcons shot 21-of-45 
(47 percent) from the field, 
including 6-of-14 from three. 
They used a 14-9 rebounding 
edge in the first period to lead 
30-27 at halftime. 
A Kent State win over Ohio 
the same night eliminated 
BG's chance at fourth place 
in the conference and a first 
round bye in the* tourna- 
ment. The Falcons will host a 
round one matchup Monday 
at 7 p.m. as either the fifth or 
sixth seed. 
By Ethan Ewttrwood 
Reporter 
Paige Berger, Katie Yoho and 
Hannah Fulk all look to con- 
tinue their impressive hitting 
as the Falcon's will travel to 
Clearwater, Fla. for the Under 
Armour Invitational. 
The Falcons come off back- 
to-back wins for the first 
time this young season. The 
team will play two games 
against St. Francis and one 
each against Quinnipiac, 
Bethune-Cookman and 
Florida Gulf-Coast. 
Berger and Yoho enter this 
tournament tied for the sea- 
son home-run total with three, 
and the Falcon's have effi- 
ciently used their entire pitch- 
ing depth, and feel confident 
Katie 
Yoho 
Co-leading the 
Falcons with three 
home runs 
moving forward. 
"It sounds cliche, but we 
have the same focus," said 
head coach Shannon Salsburg. 
"Do good things and good 
things will happen." 
At the Hilhopper Invitational 
last weekend, the Falcon's 
struggled on day one, feeling 
good enough to win but the 
results just didn't come. 
"We played 12 solid 
innings, but didn't play two," 
said Salsburg about the 
inning each against Indiana 
State and Western Kentucky 
University that they conceded 
the most runs. 
The Falcon's rebounded 
well and won their last two 
games improving them to 
their current 4-3 record, and 
earning Berger and Yoho 
named to the all-tourna- 
ment team. 
The Under Armour 
Invitational will be a good 
early season comparison 
to other MAC teams, said 
Salsburg. Central Michigan, 
Toledo, Miami, and Western 
Michigan are all playing in 
the tournament. 
The Falcon's have come 
out swinging aggressively 
early as they have scored 
nine runs collectively in first 
innings this year while only 
giving up three. 
University Village & University Courts 
The corner of Clough and Mercer, one block from campus 
One & Two Bedroom Apartments 
• Generous Utility Package Included 
(gas, water, sewer, trash and 77 
channel cablevision) 
Flexible Leases 
Furnished Available 
• Walk to Campus 
• 24 hour 
emergency 
maintenance 
BASEBALL 
From Page 6 
haven't gotten on the mound 
yet, and same for the posi- 
tion players. 
"Our goal for when we 
come back is to be in mid- 
season form, since we will 
start conference play short- 
ly thereafter." 
While Schmitz hasn't yet 
outlined a plan for his start- 
ing rotation, he mentioned a 
need to get No. 1 starter Cody 
Apthorpe going in the right 
direction. While he only has 
two starts this season, he has 
posted an earned-run aver- 
age of 6.00 in nine innings, 
including a 7-to-7 strikeout- 
to-walk ratio. 
Additionally, Schmitz 
said    Ethan    McKenney, 
who one-hit Oklahoma 
State through five innings 
Sunday before falling apart 
in the sixth, has put himself 
in a position to remain the 
team's No. 3 starter. 
What the team will be 
looking for is a No. 2 starter 
to slot between Apthorpe 
and McKenney. Two names 
Schmitz mentioned are Pat 
Martin and Matt Malewitz, 
who earned the win for BG on 
Tuesday by allowing no runs 
in 31 /3 innings. 
The top of the batting line- 
up is one other spot Schmitz 
said he will continue to tinker 
with BG has used three differ- 
ent leadoff hitters in six games 
— Brandon Howard, Logan 
Howard and Jake Thomas. 
Thomas started his second 
game of the season against 
Dayton and responded by 
going 2-for-4 with a pair of 
runs scored. 
"He did exactly what we 
wanted him to do, and he 
earned himself another start," 
Schmitz said. "He was down 
on the depth chart in the out- 
field, and I wanted to give him 
a start to see how he would 
respond. The bell rang, and he 
answered it." 
Check out our website 
wwwjneccabg.com 
See us on Facebook 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 
419.353.5800 
320 Elm St. $560.00                      1 
520 E. Reed St. $525.00 
507 E. Merry $525.00 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
1    • Two bedroom apartments 
f     • Close to campus 
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REMATCH 
From Page 6 
Michigan series this season, 
Florek recorded four points in 
the series. 
Sophomore Jared Coreau 
has an 11-6-2 record between 
the pipes. He has earned a 
2.13 goals-against-average 
with a .931 save percentage. 
Coreau went 2-0 against the 
Falcons this season, includ- 
ing the one shutout. 
The Wildcats rank fourth in 
the CCHA in scoring, averag- 
ing 2.88 goals-per-game, but 
they are vulnerable on defense. 
They rank ninth in goals- 
allowed-per-game (2.67). 
The one advantage Northern 
Michigan usually has is with 
the special teams play. They 
rank in the top three in the 
CCHA in both the power-play 
and penalty kill this season. 
"Our discipline needs to 
be a lot better," Bergeron 
said. "We also need to exe- 
cute on both sides of special 
teams. Faceoffs are going to 
be huge and will make a dif- 
ference in this series. This 
series could come down to 
little plays." 
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Help Wanted For Rent 
Help Wanted 
Do you like lo work with people? 
Join our wait staff! 21yrs 8 over. 
Inquire at Naslada Bistro, 5-7pm, 
in person at 182 S. Main St, BG 
Domino's Pizza now hiring shift 
runner, exp pref Apply in person 
at 425 E. Wooster St. BG. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! 
SAVE MONEY! 
Maine camp needs fun loving 
counselors to teach all land, 
adventure, & water sports 
Call 888-844-8080 or 
apply at campcedar com 
Seeking after-school & in-home 
care for child in BG area, 3-6pm, 
must have car Call 419-806-6691 
Summer & Full Time Positions 
Beautiful lakefront yachting club 
seeks outgoing, motivated 
individuals, will train qualified 
canditates as: servers, bussers. 
bartenders, dock attendants, life- 
guards, line cooks/banquet prep, 
sailcamp counselors, snack bar 
attendants. Incentive programs, 
flexible hours, excellent pay! 
Interview now tor best positions! 
Wednesday thru Sunday, 
200 Yacht Club Drive, 
Rocky River. OH 44116 
440-333-1155 
Ask !or Kathy or Marc. 
Kidzwatch - both centers now 
hiring FT & PT care givers for 
days, eves 8 weekends. Email 
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net 
SUMMER Work For STUDENTS! 
Want people willing to learn to 
work on wood floors including 
gym floors. Starts when school is 
out for summer to middle of Aug. 
Work consists of operating equip- 
ment, including floor buffers and 
floor sanding machines. Also 
measuring, laying out & painting 
game lines, art work & applying 
gym floor finish. We thoroughly 
train you in all phases of work. 
Job pays $8*r w/ approx 40-50 
hrs per week, flex hours. Must be 
punctual, reliable and willing to 
accept responsibility. 
Contact Joe Koch at 
419-340-6270 or fax resume to 
419-841-3910. 
Wait staff needed, starting now! 
Experience preferred. 
Contact Key at 419-874-7079. 
For Rent 
SUMMER Or- YUURLIFE!— 
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS - 
Children's sleep-away camp. 
Northeast Pennsylvania 
6/16-8/12/12.. 
If you love children and want a 
caring, lun environment, 
we need Counselors for 
Tennis. Swimming. Golf. 
Gymnastics. Cheerleading, 
Drama, High/Low Ropes. 
Team Sports. Waterskiing, 
Sailing. Painting/Drawing, 
Ceramics, Silkscreen, Print- 
making. Batik, Jewelry, 
Calligraphy, Photography, Sculp- 
ture. Guitar. Aerobics, Video, 
fother. Administrative, CDL Driver 
Curses (RN's & nursing students), 
Bookkeeper, Nanny. 
Interviews on BGSU Campus 
on March 20th. Select The Camp 
That Selects The Best Staff! 
Call 215-944-3069 or apply at: 
trrtrfiaarriBtiiYngaiilSiW"1  
"houses & apts almost lull 12-13, 
321 E Merry, 5/6 BR, 6 allowed 
Also very close apts, rms & effic. 
cartyrentals.com /419-353-0325 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Free Heat S Water! 
Large Patio! Pet Friendly1 
(419)353-7715 
www.varsitysquareapts com 
1 BR apts, near campus. 
Avail Fall 2012, $475/mo. utils incl 
Call 419-352-5882. 
2 & 3 BR apts S townhouses. 
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th Sts. 
Leases for May S August. 
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE! 
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456 
www.rutterdudleyrentals com 
2 BR apt, unfurn, half block from 
BGSU, $550/mo, incl gas 8 utils 
Avail May 15, call 419-601-3108 
20112-13 S.Y. Leases: 
3BR house, W/D, central air, 
dishwasher, $700Ano. 
Avail May 15,2012 
2 upper apts in house w/ shared 
bath. $275/mo 8 S350/mo 
Call 419-601-3225 lor more into! 
2BR upper apt w/ secluded deck. 
646 Wallace Ave, $525/mo *utils 
Call 419-352-3139. 
2BR upper duplex apt, W/D, A/C, 
all appt. incl, $550/mo, yr lease. 
$550 sec dep. call 419-352-7092. 
3 BR house for rent, includes 
W/D, very close to campus, 
avail now! Call 419-731-3800 
3 BR house w/ bonus room, 
avail June! $l200/mo • utils. 
Call 419-654-5716, 
3 BR house,unfurn,139 S College 
S900/mo, inclds gas, dep req. 
Avail 3/15/12, year lease 
Call 419-601-3108. 
4BR houses, 2 car garage, 
W/D, AC. 1yr lease. 
avail May or Aug. $12O0/mo. 
949 Scott Hamilton. 138 Williams 
Call or text 419-654-9512 
5BR, 5 person house, all ameni- 
ties, close to campus, S1150/mo. 
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease. 
Call 354-2731 or 352-1584 
till  I & 2 BR apts. Spring 8 Fall, 
Call G L Rentals at 419-354-9740 
or ghover50n@woh.fr.com 
Effic. apt. half block Irom BGSU, 
S300/mo includes electric 8 gas. 
Dep req. avail Aug 15. yr lease 
Call 419-601-3108. 
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT 
Now leasing for 2012-2013 s.y. 
1 8 2 BR apts. $375-S650/mo. 
Call 419-3546036 tor more into! 
HOUSES close to campus1 
Price reduced! May 12/13, 
811 Third St, large 4BR.4-5 peo- 
ple, $1200/mo.call 419-352-6064 
www.froboserentals.com 
Lrg 5BR/ 5 person house w/ 2 
kitch, 2 baths, deck, carport 8 
W/D hook-up. Call 419-308-1191. 
Lrg, well-maintained 3BR w/ W/D. 
attached garage. 3 student max 
occup. Avail May, $650/mo +utils. 
Call419-601-0781. 
May -12 month leases 
230 N Enterprise -1br - $375/mo 
609 Fifth St ■ 3br - S855/mo. 
845 Third St - 3br - S930/mo 
www.BGApartments.com 
419-352-8917 
Must see! 4BR, 2 bth apt / 3BR. 
1 bth apt.newer carpet, small pets 
ok. Call 216-337-6010. 
Shamrock Storage 
Many sizes. Near BGSU, 
Uhaul available. 
ShamrockBG.com, 419-354-0070 
Kick A PPM 
THEBGNE 
App Works for 
ts FREE! 
It puts local info and 
merchant deals at your 
fingertips that you 
can use everyday, 
no matter where 
you are! 
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1 TVs teenage witch 
2 Mutineer 
3 Earthenware makers 
4 .Autumn bloomers 
5 _ Aviv 
6 In accordance with 
7 Mediterranean island coun- 
try 
8 Scruggs's bluegrass partner 
9 Impressionist Edouard 
10 At hand 
11 Really angry 
12 Like triangles with 
unequal sides 
13 Crisp fabric 
18 Tidal movement 
40 University in 
Tuscaloosa 
41 1987 title law-enforc- 
ing cyborg 
22 Ham sandwich choice 42 Buffing results 
27 Bnt. recording giant     44 Bnnging up 
29 Kid-_: tots' TV pro- 
gramming 
32 NFL fifth periods 
33 ABA member 
34 Michelle Obama _ 
Robinson 
ACROSS 
1 Mar. parade honoree 
6 Switch for frequency choices 
10 Cheep source 
14 "... _ / By any other name ...': 
Juliet 
15 Room in lacasa 
16 Ancient Peruvian 
17 Military strategy 
19 Tennis great Steffi 
20 Bar mitzvah. for one 
21 Wife, to a humble husband 
23 Old Roman road 
24 Like an ill-mannered kid 
25 *Wow" 
26 Like Leil Ericson 
28 It happens 
30 _ gratia artis: MGM motto 
31 Made a haunted house sound 
37 Brainchild 
38 Final unpleasant moment 
40 Folk singer Guthrie 
43 Canned cooking fuel 
35 Mess up 
36 Place for thieves 
38 Sox from Mass. 
39 Refusals 
44 Sleep stage letters 
47 No-goodnik 
49 Icy look, perhaps 
51 Tummy muscles 
52 Playground apparatus for two 
58 Phone sound 
59 Net profit or loss 
61 Sailing, say 
62 _-deucy 
63 Rectangular server with a dull- 
edged knife 
65 Eve's opposite 
66 Songstress Adams 
67 Prefix meaning "hundred" 
68 Church recess 
69 Tear to bits 
70 Specialized idiom 
45 Che Guevara's first 
name 
46 Box office smash 
48 That, in Tijuana 
50 Word with Joe's or 
Vic's 
53 Fireplace bit 
54 Get away from 
55 Protest on the floor 
56 Tossed in a chip 
57 Little, like laddies 
60 Daly of "Cagney & 
Lacey" 
64 Victrola company 
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Think you may be pregnant? See us to discuss your options. 
i-v I . y~» www.bgpc.org 
Bowling Green heiP@bgPcorg 
>REGNANCYWCENTER (419)354-4673 
441 Frazee Ave. Suite A     Bowling Green, OH 43402 
Special Notices 
Bartending, up to $300/day. 
No exp. needed, training crse. 
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174 
Delusions o , a college studei.1 
00*** 
** 
202 Merry 
131 Church 
832 Third 
606 Fifth 
921 Fourth 
419-308-24546 
" | could takj 
_B 
everyday^ 
the week.' 
Feeling a bit chilly? 
Let us warm you up. 
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> FREE Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) 
> FREE High Speed Internet      > 24 Hr Maintenance 
> FREE Basic Cable 
> FREE DVD Library 
> FREE Water& Trash 
> FREE Resident Shuttle 
> Air Conditioning 
> 3 Laundromats 
> 2 Swimming Pools 
> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts 
Scan the QR code now to get 
your FREE App today! 
JWant a plac   by yourself? 
Still have some 1 bdrms open at these locations 
Check out the web for pictures 
215 E. Poe Rd. - Evergreen Apts. 
710 N. Enterprise - Heinzsite Apts. 
1082 Fairview Ave. - Hillsdale Apts. 
839 Seventh St. - Foxwood Manor 
830 Fourth St. - Willow House Apt. 
1045 N Main Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
419-353-5800 
www.meccabg.com Management Inc. 
